
Being teachers 
and researchers 

Why are we even thinking about this?



What do we know 
so far?

Compliance-based schooling

SLTs really want to know?

Teachers ask 1000 research 
questions every day?

Redefining what we might mean by 
research?

Is research the right way to what we want 
to find out? (Biesta, 2020)

Is the kind of research done in education 
is of use? (Allen et al., 2021; Wiliam, 2023)

Active enquiry?

Reflective practitioners



Why would we 
want to do 
research anyway, if 
we are reflective 
practitioners in a 
compliance-based 
system?

Making things better

Understanding learning

Understanding ourselves

Understanding education

Improving practice



The big gorilla 
in the room

The ‘what-works’ 
movement

• RCTs
• Generalisation?

• Standardisation?
• Causal assumptions?

• ‘Everything works 
somewhere but nothing 

works everywhere’
• …..CCF

(Torrance 2018) 



The big gorilla 
in the room

CCF…..into the ECF

• Same restricted research base
• Same concern for 

standardisation
• Same affirmation of ‘what 

works’  over ‘what kind of 
children and young people are 
we trying to educate’

• Interest not in children and 
young people’s personhood, but 
in what they can learn in our 
school system



The big gorilla… …creates opportunity



What happens to 
research once you 

get to a school?

‘Yes, you can research but it needs to focus on…..’



Context is 
everything…

Educational 
research therefore 

becomes not ‘what 
works?’ but rather 

‘what works where, 
and under what 

conditions?’



Context is 
everything…

And therefore, what 
knowledge counts 

as worth having, 
worth pursuing, 

worth using in 
research?



Research under 
the radar?

What might be 
possible?

• Action research on children’s learning
• Exploring your own practice and 

different pedagogies
• Questioning the ‘why’ of your curriculum
• Developing intellectual pathways 

through learning
• Using evidence from children’s learning
• Case studies from your own practice
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